You have a lot to consider. We have a lot to offer.
° World-renowned faculty
° Outstanding and diverse postdoc population
° Groundbreaking biomedical research
° Collaborative, cross-disciplinary environment
° Cutting-edge resources
° Innovative approach to postdoctoral training

G r a d u at e S c h o o l

° Dedicated, full-time career and professional development staff
° Competitive salary, benefits, and low cost of living
° Great city to call home
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Outstanding Facilities and
Resources

World-Renowned Faculty
Mentors
UT Southwestern is the world’s No. 1
health care institution for publishing
high-quality scientific research, according
to the 2018 Nature Index, and No. 5
in the world in research that drives
further innovation.

Train with the best
>
>
>
>
>

6 faculty members have won Nobel Prizes
22 members of the National Academy of Sciences
17 members of the National Academy of Medicine
15 Howard Hughes Medical Institute Investigators
2 Breakthrough Prizes in Life Sciences

“UTSW provides an excellent
research environment with
cutting-edge, collegial research
programs and high-quality
resources. I also find balanced
support for basic, translational,
and clinical research.”
Donghoon Lee, Ph.D.
Postdoctoral Researcher,
Department of Molecular Biology
Canadian Institute of Health
Research Postdoctoral Fellow

Learn from faculty who lead
> Scientific professional societies
> National science policy panels
> Boards of biomedical companies

> Editorial boards of leading scientific journals.

“I chose to come to UTSW because
I felt that both the lab and the
University could provide me with all
the resources and support I needed
to be successful during my postdoc.”
Lindsay Case, Ph.D.
Postdoctoral Researcher,
Department of Biophysics
Damon Runyon Postdoctoral Fellow

“

A Strong Foundation in
Science and Professionalism
At UT Southwestern, your foundation
for a successful, independent career will
emphasize research and professional
development.

Develop a complete skill set
> Scientific knowledge

>
>
>
>

Research skills
Science communication
Leadership
Ethics

All postdoctoral scholars are registered in a
certificate program comprised of multiple tracks.
The program is organized along the lines of continuing
education and includes both research and professional
development courses.

State-of-the-art laboratories and
more than 30 cutting-edge core
facilities support our groundbreaking
biomedical research.
UT Southwestern ranks fifth in the world in the
number of research articles cited as significant sources
in third-party patent applications, according to the
Normalized Lens Influence Metric.

Focus on career goals
A full-time, dedicated Graduate Career Development
Office that serves all postdoctoral trainees provides:
> Professional development workshops
> Career seminars
> Information on academic, government,
		 and industry careers
> Personal and transferable skills assessments
> CV/résumé review
> Preparation for job searches and applications

Partner with our Postdoctoral Affairs Office
and Postdoctoral Association
The Postdoctoral Affairs Office (PDO) advocates for
postdoctoral scholars and their faculty mentors,
oversees the postdoctoral certificate program,
coordinates postdoctoral onboarding and orientation,
assists with professional development, and
administers postdoctoral policies.
The PDO also works closely with our Office of
International Affairs to assist postdocs sponsored by
visas, produces the Postdoc Handbook, and provides
fellowship application assistance.
The Postdoctoral Association (PDA) is a strong
community of postdoctoral scholars that sponsors and
promotes scientific, professional, and social events.
It works closely with the PDO to ensure the needs of
postdoctoral scholars are met. You can follow the PDA
on Twitter @utswpda.
UT Southwestern is also a sustaining member of the
National Postdoctoral Association.

UTSW and Dallas: Great Places
to Call Home
> Competitive salaries
> Medical and retirement benefits
> Membership at our Bryan Williams, M.D.
		Student Center
> Discounts on parking and public
		transportation passes
Enjoy a thriving blend of culture and commerce in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area.
A lively arts scene – the largest urban arts district
in the country.
Sports central – teams in all five major professional
sports and many minor league teams, too.
Abundant parks & recreation – more than 23,000
acres of parks and nearly 62 miles of trails.
Music & entertainment – theater, symphony, opera,
country, pop – we have it all!
Shop & eat ‘til you drop – unlimited shopping and
more restaurants per person than New York.
Easy access – DFW Airport and Dallas Love Field
allow convenient travel to hundreds of destinations
around the world.
The area is affordable, too, with a cost of living that’s
lower than many other areas of comparable size
and amenities.
2019 Cost of Living Index
Dallas
Boston

66.95
82.68

New York
San Diego

100
72.67

San Francisco

91.67

SOURCE:

numbeo.com/cost-of-living/comparison.jsp
According to the Bankrate.com Cost of Living
Calculator, an income of $50,004 in Dallas is
equivalent to earnings of $91,787 in San Francisco,
$75,084 in Boston, $76,385 in Washington D.C.,
or $60,463 in Chicago.

